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Fun Run 

 
By Aaron G. 

giebeaar000@edmonds15.org 
Photo is by Logan Jacques, from the triathlon.  
The bear feet funrun of 2018 Got off to a 
great start. Intermediate and middle school 
ran around the track, and primary inside the 
tack. Kindergarteners ran around the cones. 
The center with the most laps run was 
Soleil at 500. Soleil was not the center with 
the most laps for person, though.  They also 
took home the most spirited award. Music 
blasted and kids ran. I know you would 
expect a longer article on such a big event, 
but I think I can’t explain this better. 

Important: We are 
planning to move 
into the new school 
on  JANUARY 
7TH.  

Sneak Peak at new School 
By Aaron Giebel

 
giebeaar000@edmonds15.org 
I was Honored with the privilege of touring the 
new school with the staff to write in the paper. I 
went on a tour so I could inform you of what is 
to come. First, I’ll tell you some of the cool 
stuff. We will have flat screen TVs, we will 
have programmable doors that lock aldimaticly. 
We will have private bathrooms and we will 
have our new logo in the center of the gym. 
Most of the classrooms have a separate sink 
room and bathrooms. There are lots of windows, 
the whole entire wall is covered with them. 
Laws say that there cannot be a den anymore. 
Instead of lockers, we will have cubbies. There 
are acoustic walls for the music room, And the 
classrooms will not have any indecent lights, 
and For more info, visit page 2  
 
will be very bright, good for cloudy days. I’m 
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Sorry about the photo quality, It was very foggy 
out. I added more contrast to the photo so you 
could see it a little better. I was not there for the 
whole tour, because we had to do other things. 
The last thing I heard was that we would have 
strawberry plants in the quartyard. They will not 
fruit because we don’t want to encourage wild 
animals and/or kids to eat them. We will have a 
slanted roof near the quartyard which will 
produce a small waterfall for our enjoyment, 
and a little pond when in the rainy season. The 
school has all kinds of comforts. Two science 
rooms, stuff like that. Almost every classroom 
will have a sliding glass door to divide each 
half, and a separate room to wash their hands. 
The cafeteria will be huge, with an open space 
and a hallway for more room, plus a enclosed 
area outside to eat.  
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 Triathlon  
By giebeaar000@edmonds15.org  

Madrona middle school students had a blast competing in running, biking, and burpee 
challenges. Students tried to see which team could run around the track the fastest or bike three 
fourths of a mile fastest.  Or who could do twenty burpees in correct form fastest. Here’s seven 

photos from Logan Jacques.  

 

 

 
Editor's note: Some errors may have gotten past me. Email constructive complaints and/or 
suggestions  micmicyr000@edmonds15.orgWill start to write articles in the next issue      .  
 

-------------------------- Letters and opinion ------------------------- 
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Comic Contest! 
 

We need a cartoonist for 
the school newspaper. 
Every month, you must 
make one cartoon. We 
want a good photo of 
YOUR work. Email to 
become the 
CARTOONIST of the 
year. We have the right to 
switch cartoonists every so 
often. Or if you don’t want 
to email, sketch your 
cartoon in the form to your 
side. Cut it out, and give it 
to a newspaper staff 
member, or place it on a 
newspaper stand when 
they come. 

Cartoonist form 
Name: 
Age/grade: 
Sketch your cartoon here. 
 

Comic Name:                                           By:  
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Letters to the editor 
Submit at micmicyr000@edmonds15.org 

MS CAMP 
By Aaron Giebel ̀giebeaar000@edmonds15.org 
Madrona Middle school, and intermediate went to Cedar Springs camp. Intermediate went for 
two nights, and middle school for one. Intermediate focused on learning, and middle school 
challenge by choice. For middle school, they got to ride a 35 or 40 ft. Zip line, a giant swing that 
reaches a max height of 55 ft, and the flying squirrel, similar to the giant swing, but at a max 
height of about 35 ft. The child people ate at the dining hall. They would play games/ meet up at 
founders hall. Besides the swings there where many varieties of activity, including the low x, and 
the mow hawlk walk. Steves homeroom broke records when they got 16 people to the end of the 
mohawk walk. Next, there was a spider web challenge, whale watching balance challenge, and 
more. Food included ham, cinnamon rolls, pineapple, cereal, mac and cheese, chicken burgers, 
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etc. Overall, Better camp food than I expected. Way better food. In My cabin (19) I couldn't 
sleep because of all the snoring! Over all, I think camp could be better, but it was just fine for 
me. 
 

 
 

Bear Scare coming in late october 
 

 
giebeaar000@edmonds15.org 

The bear scare is coming up in late october. Go to the bear facts site to learn more. The Madrona paper 
will write about this starting in the next paper, so we can release our paper before november. 
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MS publishing’s  

The Madrona Paper 
Publisher                                     Aaron G.                giebeaar000@edmonds15.org 
Editor                                           Cyrus M.                micmicyr000@edmonds15.org 
Reporter                                       Aaron G. 
Main photographer                      Logan jacques        jacqulog000@edmonds15.org  

Photographer(s)  
Kelvin N.               necekel000@edmonds15.org 

 
 

Open Jobs ( non paid) NOT AVAILABLE THIS MONTH> 
 
Manager                          EMAIL TO BECOME THE MANAGER* 
Reporter                          EMAIL TO BECOME THE CO REPORTER *** 
 
* This job requires extreme commitment. You must manage all the writers and lead the company, 
We require a leader; someone who can be accountable and motivated. .   *** This job requires 
you to write about 200 to 300 words worth of article per month. We can have as many reporters 
as five. Failure to do your jobs will result in losing your position. Email  
giebeaar000@edmonds15.org to get your job!  
Submit Stories at giebeaar000@edmonds15.org  
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